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THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES GUIDELINES  
FOR ALL EXTERNAL USERS (CUSTOMERS/SUPPLIERS) 
WHO ENGAGE WITH IMA GROUP’S SOCIAL  
MEDIA CHANNELS.
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INTRODUCTION
Group’s Social Media Policy 
The digitalisation of communication has opened up new avenues and new instant 

information tools, which anyone can access and use. The internet is now an essential 

resource for all individuals and organisations.

Social media has become an integral part of modern day-to-day life for a number of 

reasons: it allows us to stay in touch with people wherever they are, to keep up-to-date 

both globally and locally, and it is an important platform for expressing opinions and 

being heard.

It is essential that all individuals use social media in a positive, attentive and 

knowledgeable way. The fact that using social media is quick, easy and free does not 

mean precise rules can be ignored, so it is every individual’s responsibility to behave 

online as they would in real life.

This is why IMA felt the need to draw up a Social Media Policy, to set out and regulate 

the behaviour of users engaging with the Group’s social media profiles.

This document is aimed at external users (i.e. customers, suppliers, partners, 

collaborators) and can also be viewed on IMA’s website. 

www.ima.it
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Group social media
In addition to publishing corporate content on its website www.ima.it, IMA Group is also 

present on social networks, for corporate and general interest purposes, to promote its 

products and to give real-time information about initiatives and services offered.

IMA Group’s only official social media channels are as follows:

Any other social media and messaging profiles purporting to represent IMA are not 

managed by the Group and should not be attributed to it.

The company is also committed to using these platforms in compliance with the relevant 

terms and conditions.

Social media management 
The above social media channels are managed by IMA’s Corporate Communication 

Department which, based on the Group’s communication requirements, establishes the 

content and means of publication.

If users come across comments or content published by other users that are inappropriate 

or not in line with the Social Media Policy, they are kindly asked to report them to the 

Corporate Communication Department (WebMarketing.Communications@ima.it), 

which will examine the content and evaluate whether it should be deleted.

Intellectual property
Text, photographs and documents shared by the Group on its social media channels 

can, unless stated otherwise, be freely reproduced, but the original channel must be 

credited by tagging the IMA Group in the content.

In particular, all users must comply with copyright laws and the unauthorised use of 

registered trademarks is not permitted.

Technical information or images may not be added, unless previously agreed with IMA’s 

Corporate Communication Department  (WebMarketing.Communications@ima.it), 

which should be contacted in case of any doubts concerning the sharing of content.

https://www.facebook.com/imagroupsocial
https://www.instagram.com/imagroupsocial
https://www.linkedin.com/imagroup
https://www.youtube.com/c/IMAGroup
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Facebook
Users engaging with the Group’s Facebook page can:

• show they like the shared content by clicking “Like”;

• share content published on the Group’s official page on their own profiles, without 

altering the content or adding any information not previously agreed with the 

Corporate Communication Department;

• comment on content published by IMA on the official page, maintaining a respectful 

and polite tone.

LinkedIn
Users engaging with the Group’s LinkedIn page can:

• show they like the shared content by clicking “Like”;

• share content published on the Group’s official page on their own profiles, without 

altering the content or adding any information not previously agreed with the 

Corporate Communication Department;

• comment on content published by IMA on the official page, maintaining a respectful 

and polite tone.

PERMISSIBLE 
USER BEHAVIOUR



Instagram
Users engaging with the Group’s Instagram page can: 

• show they like the shared content by clicking “Like”;

• share content published on the Group’s official page on their own Instagram stories;

• share content published on the Group’s official page on their own feed, without 

altering the content or adding any information;

• tag the official IMA account in content created by the user and relating to the Group 

(e.g.: a photo of an IMA stand at a trade show the company is attending).

YouTube
Users engaging with the Group’s YouTube channel can:

• show they like the shared content by clicking “Like”;

• comment on content published on the Group’s official account, in compliance with 

good behavioural norms;

• share a video published by the Group’s account on their personal social profiles.

As a general rule, the content on IMA’s social media channels is to be regarded 

as licensed content as it is independently produced by the Group. It can be freely 

reproduced using the social network’s content sharing functionalities, but the original 

channel must always be credited. If republishing as proprietary content, it is necessary 

both to state the source and the official IMA social channel and to tag it via the relevant 

feature.

If personal comments are added when sharing content published on official accounts, 

the user is asked to specify that such comments reflect their own personal views and that 

they are therefore not communicating on behalf of the Group.

With regard to comments, IMA’s Corporate Communication Department (or the identified 

theme) views all comments left by users on the Group’s accounts, taking account of the 

importance of constructive criticism.

However, the department reserves the right to remove inappropriate, offensive, 

discriminatory, improper or disrespectful comments without giving prior notice.
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If IMA’s customers, suppliers or partners wish to share on their personal/company profiles 

content referring to the IMA Group (e.g. videos of the Group’s machinery, photos taken at 

IMA stands at trade shows or events including exhibits of machinery, samples, personnel, 

technologies, etc.), they are invited to comply with the following procedure:

• before sharing, users must contact the PM/AM/division contact person to inform 

the Group;

• the PM/AM/contact person in contact with the customer must then inform 

the Corporate Communication Department, which will check that the content 

complies with the Social Media Policy;

• Alternatively, those wishing to post about the Group can ask  

the Corporate Communication Department directly by emailing  

(WebMarketing.Communications@ima.it );

• Once the request is received (whether through contacts or directly), the Corporate 

Communication Department approves, changes or refuses the request to publish 

content. 

If the instructions provided are not followed or the user does not follow the above 

procedure, the Corporate Communication Department reserves the right to inform the 

IMA Group Legal department or ask for the content to be removed.

All IMA customers, suppliers and partners are kindly asked not to tag official Group 

profiles in content that is off-topic or not relevant to the Company’s main activities. 

On the other hand, when it comes to high value IMA content (technologies, innovations, 

machinery, trade shows, attendance of online or offline events, etc.), users are invited to 

create a link to official social profiles by tagging IMA.

CONTENT 
SHARING BY IMA’S 
CUSTOMERS, 
SUPPLIERS OR 
PARTNERS



In all cases, IMA customers, suppliers and partners must not share confidential 

information (on mergers, investments, technological developments, etc.) disclosed by the 

Company or third parties.

It is forbidden to share information on social media about the Group that has not first 

been shared by the official accounts.

No news about events, innovations, developments, partnerships or projects must be 

announced nor must legal, financial, forecasting or purely internal matters be discussed 

on social media before it has appeared on official IMA Group channels.

It is also forbidden to tag, quote or make reference to other customers, suppliers or 

partners without their consent. If consent is obtained, the source must always be 

referenced by tagging it.

It is always good to bear in mind that online responses and conversations can have global 

resonance and that information and/or comments shared on the internet stay there, even 

if they are subsequently deleted or edited.

IMA respects the total freedom of expression of users, relying on their use of common 

sense and compliance with the above guidelines.

If in doubt as to whether or not certain information can be posted, the Corporate 

Communication Department can and, indeed, should be contacted.

Users should report to the Corporate Communication Department any fake  

content or content that does not comply with good standards of behaviour and 

expression, or that, in general, may harm IMA’s image, to the following email address: 

WebMarketing.Communications@ima.it





ima.it

IMA S.p.A.  
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